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SEMANTIC CATEGORIES OF "GOOD" AND 
"BAD" IN RELATION TO KAINGANG PERSONAI.i 

NAMES 

by 

U RSULA WIESEMANN 

1 . Introduction 
2 . Meaning of "good" and "bad" in current usa.ge 
3 . Conf erring of wiyi a.nd yiyi(1) 

4 . Significance of "good" and "ba.d" wiyi 
5 . Significa.nce of "good" and "bad" yiyi 
6 . Conclusion 

1 . Introduction 

Two sets of Kaingang words have areas of meaning which are 
considerably at variance with the usage of the equivalent terms in 
Indo-European languages. These words are hõ 'good' and koregN 
'bad'; and~two terms which are indiscriminately translated by Kain
gang informants as 'name', riamely wiyi and yiyi. Each individual 
~s both a wiyi and two or more yiyi. Since the Kaingang custom

arily refer to wiyi and even to yiyi as 'good' or 'bad', the area of 
meaning of either set ·of terms depends upon a careful definition of 
the opposing set. This paper will first explore the usage of "good" 
and "bad" in context other than with personal names; then it will 
discuss the significance of the dual tern'l for names; finally it will 
discuss the significance of "good" and "bad" wiyi and yiyi with a 
view toward reaching a more complete ·delineation of the areas of 
meaning of these terms in Kaingang. 

The author spent twelve months among the Kaingang Indians 
of . the Pôsto . Indígena Rio das Cobras in · Paraná, in three periods 
of residence during 1958-1960. The data for ·this ·paper were gather-

(1) The phonetic trancription of a.11 the Kaingang forme is ba~ed on the alphabet a11 given 
by J. Mattoso Câmara jr. on his ~1ANUAL DE TRANSCRIÇÃO FONÉTICA. Universidade 
do Brasil, Rio de Janeiro, 1957. A (n) alwa.ys represents naealiza.tiou of the precedíni sound : 
e. g. a(n), e(n), etc. Preceding any nasalized vowel, w, y, and r are also na.salízed. N represents 
the velar nasal; ü and õ are the central unrounded, not the front rounded vowelil . These symbole, 
rather than the more conventional symbol.s, were used for typographical rea.1ons. 

T he t raMcription here àas not bMn phonemicized for et\Bier identífication. 
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ed largely during the last period in the tribe when it was possible 
to discuss them with the informants in their own language, since 
they do not easily talk about such matters in Portuguese. These 
notes are incomplete in the sense that many of the items described 
are not being practiced today, and the present descriptions are bas
ed on the memory of the inf ormants and visitors present during 
study sessions. The main inf ormants were PEnruNB:o, MARIA, and 
MARIA R~sA, all between 40 and 50 years of age. 

2. l\{eaning of "good" and "bad" in current usage 

The Kaingang notion of "good" and "bad" is in some respects 
very different from our usage of these terms. A rich person with good 
clothes is hape(n)(2) "very good", whereas a person with shabby 
clothes is said to be koregN "bad". Theref ore the Indians classify 
themselves as koregN. Of ten a poor Brazilian passing· by the house 
will cause the comment from the informant: "He is koregN, just 
like we are". 

W eek days are 'good' days, whereas holidays and Sundays are 
'bad' days on which activity is restricted for fear of incurring the 
wrath of some higher being.(3) 

After not seeing a person for a long time he is greeted with: 
"Are you good ?" The answer might be: "I am very good", or: 
"I am a little well" which would indicate being slightly sick. If a 
person is very sick he is 'bad'. 

A native medicine for healing is 'good', any poison is 'bad' 
medicine. A 'good' healer is one who uses medicfnes, a 'bad' healer 
is one who employs magic for healing.( 4) .. 

'Good' to eat are meats that are eaten by the tribe as a whole, 
'bad' to eat are meats refused by the tribe or by the individual. The 
last category includes such things as beef, which was unknown to 
the tribe and is eaten by some and refused by others, and a certain 
kind of worm which used to be eaten but is generally refused today. 

Generally the old way of living as observéd by the Kaingang 
Indians when they still lived as an independent tribe is regarded as 
'good' today. This refers specifically to the custom of sharing every
thing without asking any paymént at all. The new economy based 
on buying and selling is regarded as 'bad'. Certain religious customs 
sueh as the burial ceremony and chants connected with the ceremony, 
which are no longer observed in this community, are looked upon as 

(2) Hõ and ha- are allomorphs. ha- is the bound stem used in word formation. 
(3) This would seem to be an innovation patterned upon the beliefs of local Brazilians. 
('l) Both the~e terms refer to Brazilian or Guaranf healers. No l{aingang healers have been 

observed. A number of K aingang lndians, however, know herbs for certaín dise~es . which t hey 
might sell for the cure of the particular disease. 
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'bad', whereas other customs like the night-long singing, which has 
also fallen into disuse, is regarded as 'good' . . 

To like a person is to be 'good toward him', and not to li.ke 
him is to be 'bad toward him'. A person that 'talks good' is one 
who treats her neighbors well by giving anything she is asked Jor, 
whereas a 'bad' person would be one who takes what is not his, 
without asking. 

A person who kno'\-vs how to do things is said to have a 'good' 
yikre: which might be translated a 'good mind or thought ~ystem'; 
one With a 'bad' yikre: would be one who doesn't · know how to do 
things. When given a piece of cloth which would only make a shirt 
by careful piecing, Pedrinho said that his wife sewed 'good', that 
she has a 'good' yikre: when it comes to sewing and therefore would 
be able to do it. Also an intelligent person is one who has a 'good' 
head; one with a 'bad' head has more trouble in learning. Similarly 
a child is said to be able to walk 'good' if he kno'\-vs how to walk, 
or to walk 'bad' if he doens't do it very well yet. 

One who works much is said to work 'good', and a lazy person 
is 'bad to.ward work', he doesn't like it. 1,hings that are easy to 
do are 'good' to do, and difficult things are 'bad' to do. 

To express 'thank you' a ·Kaingang will say: ''It is good to me". 
If it is 'bad' to me I don't like it. 

'Good' things are those well made, and the term often carries 
the connotation that they are unattainable for the Indians. So the 
investigator's house is called a 'good' house because it is made from 
boards cut at the saw mill and has a wooden floor, whereas a Kain
gang house is 'bad' because it is made f rom hand split wood and 
is thrown together very fast, has large spaces between the boards, 
and a mud floor. A better house, however, does not seem to be 
desired. Similarly 'good' clothes are of good material and well made, 
whereas 'bad' clothes are of cheap material and poorly made. 

To sum it up, in evaluating a thing, it seems that hõ 'good' has 
such connotations as something remote, something unattainable, 
something which has its advantages but also is somewhat to be f ear
ed, and certainly is not practical for everyday use. koregN 'bad' 
seems to reflect something that has its disadvantages but is the best 
we can do, or the ordinary everyday thing. ln evaluating a person, 
'good' is that quality which is recognized as better and that should 
be striven for.( 6) 

(5) Both hõ 'good' and koregN 'bad' are verb st ems. Like m11ny other verb stems, they 
may fill noun spots when a possession mí~rker is added. 

Homophonous with hõ 'bad' are a verb stem hõ ·ma de' pairing with hadn 'make', and a 
· noun stem -hõ 'body'. Each of these stems has an allo!llorph ha-. It is not yet certain whether 
these stems are simply homophones or occurrences of the sarne stem. 
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3. Conferring of wiyi and yiyi 

Every Kaingang Indian has at least two yiyi or actual names, 
and many have more than two. It is the number of yiyi that deter
mines whether the wiyi is "good' or 'bad'. Two yiyi indicate a 'bad' 
wiyi, more than two indicate a 'good' wiyi, and the more yiyi one 
has the more 'good' his wiyi. If asked the translation of wiyi an 
informant will give 'name', the sarne as for yiyi. On further in
vestigation it seems clear that wiyi refers to the social status of the 
person concerned, and yiyi designates the actual names a person is 
given.(6) 

A child born into a Kaingang family has to be named the sarne 
day, so "he will not feel unwanted and go away, that is to say die", as 
the informant told me. Some old person has to name him, some
one who "knows the old ways". The child will receive all the yiyi 
of some ancestor(7) belonging to his moiety( 8), and with the yiyi 
he also inherits the wiyi the ancestor had. 1.,he type of his wiyi is 
first expressed in the black designs with which the baby"'is marked 
for protection against the spirits. He is painted with the charcoal 
of the bark of a certain tree. The sign of his moiety is painted on 
his cheeks and forehead. The forehead may be a later addition, 
since Pedrinho commented when telling me abot1t it: "We must 
have wanted to imitate the cross". The number of designs on cheek 
and forehead correspond to the number of yiyi given. Often, when 
as.ked about the wiyi of a certain person, the inf ormant will say: 
"I didn't see it, I wasn't there when he was born." 

With the naming, the child is integrated into the Kaingang 
social and religious society. He will be called only by one name. 
Usually other persons don't know most of the other names, and the 
individual himself may not know them if he has many names. 1.'o
day Portuguese names take precedence in usage over Kaingang 
names. 

(6) wiyi al.so has an alternant wüyi, and yiyi. ha.s an alternant yüyi. The difference be
tween the members of each pair is very difficult to determine. They may often be given in free 
variation, but certain contexts seem to require one or the other fortn. A par.allel pair is yikre: 
yükre: "system, thought, intelligence". Frequently tbe first stem is used in a general context 
and the second stem in a ceremonial context. 

(7) An illegit imate child is named after the father if it is a boy, aft.er the father's sister 
if it is a gid. This is t he only circumstance observed in which a. child was named after a living 
person. 

(8) For a description of the Kaingang moities (Stammeshãlfte) and a note on the relation
ship of personal names to the social organization see Herbert Baldus, DAS DUALSYSTE1'1 DER 
KAINGANG-INDIANER. Aetes du IV Congrês International des Sciences Anthropologiques, 
Vienne, 1952, Ton1e II, pp. 376-378. 

For tbe kinship terms related to the moities (metade tribal) see Baldus, TERMINOLOGIA 
DE PARENTESCO I<AINGANG. Sociologia, XIV, n. l, São Paulo 1952, pp. 76-79. 
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4. Significance of 'good' and 'bad' wiyi 

a) in relation to the ceremonial cleaning of the cemetery. 

The ceremonial cleaning of the cemetery is no longer observed 
in its indigineous form. It is still a social event, but the fear of the 
spirits of the deceased is counteracted by praying to the saints who 
are said to protect the Indians against these spirits. So the forms 
that once were important are no longer observed rigidly. 

When cleaning the cemetery, one with a 'bad' wiyi had to enter 
the cemetery first. Everyone blackened their hands with charcoal 
for the cleaning as a protection against the spirits. Only those with 
a 'bad' wiyi could actually do the cleaning, and it was they who 
ate first after the work was done. The ceremony ended in an all 
night dance around a number of f ires arranged in a long row. A 
considerable amount of drinking accompanied the dancing. Indians 
from other villages usually were invited to partake in this ceremony. 

b) in relation to the rites after the death of one's spouse. 

This ceremony is still partially observed today, although a 
number of elements have fallen into disuse. The husband or wife 
of the deceased has to sit quietly in one corner with a cloth over 
his eyes. He must not look anybody in the eye, or that person will 
die. Only certain kinds of food can be eaten by him, prepared es
pecially over a fire which no one else uses, not even to light a 
cigarette. After severa! da.ys of such abstinence of normal activity 
the person goes through a period of treatment, during which those 
applying the treatment throw mud at his eyes until they are red 
and inflamed. They cover his steps with charcoal. Thus slowly the 
person can again participate in normal life. The duration of the 
period of abstinence is determined by two things: the duration of 
the time a person has lived with the deceased spouse, and his wiyi. 
A person with a 'good' wiyi has a longer period of abstinence than 
the person with a 'bad' "viyi. One man with a 'good' wiyi told me 
that, because of his wiyi, he never remarried after bis wif e died. 

e) in relation to the social life today. 

A man with a 'good' wiyi, if he is angry with anyone, dare not 
look in the eye the person with whom he is angry, for in that case 
the person would die. PEDRINHO commented on this: "It is not 
he who killed him in that case, it is his yiyi. His yiyi are very st rong. 
Theref ore we don't give our boys a 'good' wiyi any more, we give 
them all a 'bad' wiyi." This does not apply t o women. 

5. Significance of 'good' and 'bad' yiyi. 

The actual yiyi given to Kaingang cl1ildren fall into severa! 
categories. The examples given below will not be marked for names 
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given to boys, but will be suffixed by fi 'she' for names given to 
girls. This corresponds to actual Kaingang usage. 

a) animal names: 
yogNge 
ka(n)mbe: 
ndyitxõ 
pepo: 
kuya(n) 
ke(n)ntke(n)re(n) 
pira(n)mbõ 
krõgN 
min(n)N 
pedni(n) 

'crab' 
'deer' 
'rabbit' 
'toad' 
'parrot' 
'parrot' 
'a fish' 
'pig' 
'tiger' 
'turtle' 

katõydn 'fly' 
to:to 'butterfly' 
kaxo:ro: 'dog' (loanword from Portuguese) 

and compounds with animal names: 
mi(n)Nrõ(n) 'tiger-hot( ?)' (a legend.ary figure) 
xa(n)nya(n) 'a fish-tooth' (a legendary figure) 
ya(n)nta(n)Nkri(n)fi 'vulture-head-she' 

b) plant names: 

wa(n)n 'wild cane' 
katogN 'a tree' 
mbõtogN 'wild peach' 
ta(n)yntprõgN 'a palro' 
fwükxo:fi 'a pine-she' 
f wükxa(n)ynxfi 'a pine-she' 

and compound with plant names: 

fwügN mbõgN 'pine-big' 
kato:(n) 'tree-not' 

e) body part names: 

fwõrõ 'skin' 

and compounds with body part names: 

ndo:kaydn 'arrow-sinew' 
wikaydn ' ?-sinew' 
kuxa(n)tõ(n)ndere 'cold( ?)-behind' 

see also a) and i) 

• 
1 

1 
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d) gbject names: 
mbegN · 'ax' 

and compounds with object names: 
ndo:prõgN 'arrow- ?' 
ndo:xa(n)yn 'arrow-adult' 
ndo:gNgrigN 'arrow-?' 

see also c) 

e) water names: 
Ngo:yo: 
N go:yo:tõydn 
N go"'.'yo-t~yefi 

f) earth names: 
Ngata(n)nxfi 
Ngaxo:fi 
ni(n)Ngafi 

g) sky names: 
kaytka(n)N gogN 
kri{n)NmbõgN 
kri(n)NkprõgN 

h) location: 
'e(n)Nndo:fi 

i) social functions: 
wa(n)Nkoxa(n)yn 

fe(n)Nkaydn 

'water' 
'water-green' 
'water-long-she' 

'earth-possessor-she' 
'earth-red(,?)-she' 
'sit( ?)-earth-she' 

'sky-cloud' 
'star-big, morning star' 
'atar-:?, Pleiades' 

'last-she' 

'wa(n)Nko-adult, he who makes the 
wa(n)Nko'( 9) 

'he who first enters the cemetery-
sinew' 

j) other· names, not identified in meaning: 
witxo:fi mo:(n)xokfi 
'e(n)Nwaykxafi karukprükfi 
kawa(n)ntxo:fi krugNmi(n)nxfi 
kakõgN karidndo: 
N goye: mi(n)wükxa(n)ynxfi 

This is just a sample list and by no means exhaustive. Of these 
some seem to be inherently 'bad'' for example some ref erring to social 
, functíons such as f e(n)Nkaydn 'he who first enters the cemetery-

(9) Wa(n)Nko is the name of a ceremony in which the sisters prepare the food for their 
brothers, not wives for their husbands. It seéms to have been part of a larger eeremony, but is 
no longer observed in this locality. · 

, 
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sinew'. The man named wa(n)Nkoxa(n)yn 'wa(n)Nko-adult' has a 
'good' wiyi; it may be that this yiyi is inherently 'good'. Other 
inherently 'good' yiyi have not been found. 

All these yiyi are called yiyipe(n) 'yiyi-very' and are yiyi given 
to the baby. 1"'here is also a category of yiyi which could be con
sidered a type of 'nickname'. Those with a 'good' wiyi seem to 
take such 'nicknames' as they get older. They seem to be 'bad'. 
They are such names as: 

Ngõkxi'õ(n)fi, this may contain the inorpheme xi 'old', and 
nderekokre 'fox'. PEDRINHO insists that we should not use these 
names in addressing people because they are 'bad', but the real sig
nificance of his objection has not been ascertained. 

One example of another type of 'nickname' has been observed. 
A man hard of hearing is called by his friends ka(n)mbedni(n)N re(n)N 
'deer-ear'. He did not take this name for himself, and there is no 
objectión to its use. This implies the possibility that there are 'bad' 
nicknames which people take on of their own accord, and 'good' 
nicknames which people give to others. 

6. Conclusion 
ln relation to wiyi, 'good' might more closely parallel our se

inantic categories of 'strong' in the sense of having power, and 'bad' 
might parallel 'weak' or lacking power. There also seems to be a 
diff erence in the relationship to the spirits of the deceased involved. 

ln relation to yiyi this difference between 'good' and 'bad' does 
not seem to be as important. The diff erence between yiyi given 
at birth and yiyi taken on by adults is expressed by yiyipe(n) 'yiyi
very' and yiyi koregN 'yiyi bad'. Neithe~ the significance of this 
difference nor the meaning of the names conferred upon adults have 
yet been ascertained. 

yiyi could be adequately translated as 'name'. wiyi ref ers to 
such things as nature, spirit, force, and similar distinctive marks 
or properties custumarily assigned to 'character'. ln this case it is 
mystically conferred through the act of bestowing the yiyi . 

Rummer Institute of Linguistics. 

RESUMO 

A autora. realizou uma pesquisa. lingüística. entre os índios Kaingá.ng do Pôs
to Indígena. Rio das Cobras, no Paraná., nos anos de 1958 e 1960. 

Teve oportunidade de verificar a alta importância da área. semAntica. de 
duas palavras que os índios igualmente traduzem por "nome pessoal". Uma 
investigação mais profunda veio mostrar que uma das palavras se refere efetiva
mente a nomes de pessoas, e a outra à posição social da pessoa. Esta tíltima 
pode ser qualificada por "bom" ou "mau". Neste caso "bom" significa "com 
poder místico" e "mau" "sem poder místico". 
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